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Andrew Jesky’s Osiris V2 – Build Instructions

or “kicker” to get the glue to set. If possible, apply the
glue to one part and the kicker to the other part and then
press them together and hold until cured. Wipe off excess
glue with tissues before it cures.
Wing Preparation:
Apply hinge tape to the ailerons. The entire hinge line
must be taped on the top side of the wing. On the “vee”
side of the hinge, apply a 1” long piece of hinge tape in
the area where the control horn slots are.

Note: Some of the photos show the Osiris V1. V2
construction changes are show as need in the writeup and photos.

Recommended Electronics and motors:
Motor: Hacker A10-15S with a GWS 8 x 4.3 Prop or AXI
2203-46 outrunner or any equivalent motor.
Speed control: Castle Creations Thunderbird 9 or equal.
Battery: 250 to 480, 2 cell, 20C rated or equivalent.
Receiver: 4 channel weighing less than 8 grams.
Servos: Eflight S60 Ailerons, Dymond 4.7 for elevator and
rudder or equal. To get full throw, you must use a long
dual servo arm on ailerons.
Disclaimer: Fancy Foam Models has done everything
we can to caution and inform the end user regarding
the use of Lithium polymer battery technology. We
are in no way responsible for any damage that may
be caused by these batteries. Please read,
understand and follow all instructions for the
charger and batteries. Failure to use this battery
technology properly can result in the risk of fire. If
you are not comfortable with this technology, return
the batteries packs and kit to us for a refund. By
building the kit and using the batteries, you accept
full responsibility for the safety of these batteries.
Recommended building methods and glues:
Much of the construction of this model is done by laying
the parts on a flat table. We strongly recommended that
you put wax paper down on the surface first so any excess
glue doesn’t soak through the foam and glue the parts to
the table. Use thin “foam safe” CA glue. Gap filling or
“medium” glue just adds weight. Always use accelerant

Cut the 3mm x .8mm flat carbon to length. With the wing
upside down and on a completely flat surface, glue the
flat carbon into the wing groove as shown below. Use
only as much glue as needed.

Fuselage to Wing Sub – Assembly:
Lay the wing on the table (vee groves down). Locate the
front fuselage section and glue it to the leading edge of
the wing.

Turn the stabilizer over and glue a piece of flat carbon in
the slot area as shown below. Also, apply some hinge
tape to the area where the control horn will be (like you
did on the ailerons).

Next, locate the fuselage aft section and glue it to the
trailing edge of the wing.
Glue the stabilizer to the back of the fuselage. Make sure
you take time to make this joint in perfect alignment.

Elevator Preparation and Attachment:
Locate the horizontal stabilizer and elevator. Apply hinge
tape along the entire length of the elevator hinge.

Lower Fuselage Attachment Preparation:
The lower fuselage must be “cut away” from the upper
section. There are small tabs holding the two part
together which can be removed with a hobby knife.
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Lay the wing assembly on a flat surface, vee side up and
weight it down so it is perfectly flat. Position the lower
fuselage into the wing assembly. The tabs on the lower
fuselage line up with the slots in the wing assembly. Use
a square to keep the lower fuselage square as you glue it.
Do not glue the upper fuselage in place until later.

Use a short bit of scrap carbon the make a support post at
the cross of the two wing struts. Wrap this joint with
thread and soak with glue as shown below.
Repeat carbon installation on both wing halves before
proceeding to the fuselage bracing.

Carbon Strut Preparation and Attachment:
The 1mm carbon rod is provided in bulk lengths. You’ll
need to cut the carbon to the proper lengths as instructed
below. Always sand the ends of the carbon rods to
improve glue adhesion.

With the plane assembly flat on a table, begin installing
the carbon fiber rods to support the fuselage. The
following photos show the installation. To keep thing
light, the carbon struts are only installed on one side of
the fuselage. Make sure you go slow and keep the lower
fuselage square to the horizontal fuselage as you glue the
rods in.

Glue 8 of the round foam doublers to the wing and lower
fuse as shown. There are circle marks in the foam (on
one side only) to help locate the disk. Cut 4 carbon wing
struts to length as needed. Glue these struts to the round
doublers as shown below.
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With the horizontal stabilizer perfectly flat, install the 2
carbon support braces as shown.

Criss-cross these struts through the fuselage slot. Glue
two of the foam doublers to the forward fuselage and glue
the struts to the disk as shown below. The struts should
angle back somewhat. Dry fit the foam struts to test fit
before gluing.

Landing Gear Preparation and Attachment:
Cut 2 pieces of the flat carbon, 7 3/8” long. Use the .032”
wire and form two axles as shown.

Use 1/8” heat shrink and glue to attach the wire skids to
the end of the flat carbon struts.
Glue the foam struts and wheel pants to the flat carbon
struts as shown. Bend the wire skids 90 degrees as
shown. Apply glue to the area where the wheel pant
meets the foam strut. Fold the foam wheel pant against
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the wire strut and use hinge tape to secure the pant to
the skid wire. Slip wheels onto axles and bend axle with
needle nose pliers as needed to keep wheel in place. Cut
off any excess wire. The axles should be formed the same
on both sides so the plane sets level.

Lastly, tape the rudder hinge line as you did with the
other control surfaces.

Upper Fuselage Attachment Preparation:
Install your aileron servo before proceeding with the
fuselage top installation. It can be done later, but is
easier now.

Drag Device Installation:
Form the two airbrake assemblies as shown. Apply a little
glue in the vee to hold the brakes as shown.
Position the upper fuselage onto the main assembly. The
tabs on the upper fuselage line up with the slots in the
wing assembly. It is best to tack glue the large tabs as
you press the upper and lower fuselages together first.
This will make the fuselage halves fit tight to the wing.

Glue the airbrakes to the trailing edge of the ailerons as
shown. The airbrakes are symmetrical and will fit either
way.

Use a square to keep the upper fuselage square as you
glue it.
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you the radio gear is to be installed.
Solder the BEC connector (red connector with black and
red wires) to the speed control and insulate the
connections with heat shrink. Solder the speed control
leads to the motor. Make sure to slip shrink sleeve over
the speed control leads first. Before proceeding, connect
the controller to the receiver and a battery and make sure
the motor is turning the correct direction. If it is not,
unsolder any two motor leads, reverse them and re-solder
(some controllers can just be re-programmed). Once the
motor is turning correctly, heat the shrink sleeves over
the motor connections. Plug all servos and speed control
into the receiver. Attach a battery and check for proper
servo rotation.

With the plane upside down, install the wing and stab side
force generators. There are scribe lines on the stab and
wing to show where to glue the generators.

The aileron servo is installed near the leading edge of the
wing. The rudder and elevator servos are installed near
the center of the wing. Use a couple of spots of hot glue
on each servo tab to hold it in place. Mount all servos in
the same manner. Connect the receiver, speed control
and servos.

Glue the motor mount to the front of the fuselage and
mount the motor with 2 servo screws. If you are using
the Hacker A10 motor, tape the motor mount to the nose
of the plane.

Typical Radio and Motor Installation:
The following instructions apply to the electronics as
supplied in our combo kits. If you are using other
electronics, the following will give you the basic concept of
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Push Rod Installation:

When installing the long elevator and rudder pushrods,
make sure to install pushrod guides as needed along the
fuselage sides as shown below.

The Aileron pushrods are made from 1.5mm carbon rod.
They need to be heavier to avoid flexing.
As you are installing the pushrods and gluing the
control horns in, always remember that CA kicker is
very flammable. If you use a lighter to shrink the
tubing, make sure the open flame is not near the
kicker or anyplace you may have sprayed it.
Glue all of the control horns in place with CA. All
pushrods are made as shown below. Use the .032 wire to
make the Z ends. Install the Z ends to the control horns
and servo arms. Test fit each carbon rod and trim as
needed. Add a small drop of CA to the wire/carbon joint.
The 1/16” heat shrink is used to secure the 1mm carbon
pushrod to the .032 wire. Make sure the control
surface and the servo are centered before heating
the shrink sleeve. Any adjustments past this point must
be made with the sub-trim function of your computer
radio.

Slip 3 of these standoffs onto the elevator and rudder
pushrods before attaching the z ends. Cut small slots in
the fuse and glue the pushrod guides in place as needed
to eliminate any pushrod flex. To eliminate flex and
binding, make sure the pushrods are supported in a
straight line.
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Flight set-up:
Use double stick Velcro on the battery and airframe to
secure the battery to the bottom of the horizontal
fuselage in a location that gives the model proper
balance.
A good starting balance point is 10” back (+/- ¼”) from
the firewall. Adjust the battery location back and forth to
suit your flying style. Use your computer radio to set the
final sub-trims, exponential and dual rates. Double check
the control directions before your first flight. With
proper CG, the plane should fly nearly the same
upright or upside-down. Good pilots experiment with
various battery locations until the CG feels just right. For
indoor flying, we use 2 cell lipo packs rated at 20C.
Batteries of 250 to 480 mah are perfect for giving good
flight times and plenty of power. The final airplane weight
should be between 4 and 5.5 oz.
We hope you like the Osiris V2. It was designed by E-TOC
Champion pilot Andrew Jesky.
Email us with any questions: Fancyfoam@cox.net
Thank you,
Fancy Foam Models
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Lithium Polymer Safety. Please
read and take seriously!!!!!!!!!

New cells may have a high initial charge, and care must
always be taken to insure that loose cells are not short
circuited. Please:


Charging:
Lithium Polymer batteries have specific charging
requirements and ONLY chargers rated for Lithium
Polymer cells may be used. The best charger is one that
requires the user to manually select cell count and charge
rate for each pack of cells, then automatically check to
see that the settings are correct. The Apache SMART
chargers work in this manner. Chargers which use only
automatic detection of cell count (and on that basis set
charge voltage) are prone to error, and can damage cells
or cause a fire due to over-voltage charging of cells. We
recommend that these chargers be set manually, if used.
Other chargers are set manually, but do not include a
safety circuit to oversee that setting. These are prone to
user error, and should also be checked very carefully to
insure proper use.










For best results, a CC/CV charger, like the Apache SMART
chargers, should be used. These charge initially at a
constant 4.2V and constant 1C rate, then taper the charge
rate as the battery nears full capacity. Cells are about
90% charged in one hour, and can be left connected for
another 20-30 minutes to complete the charge. The
maximum permissible charge voltage per cell is 4.25V.
The maximum charge rate for Lithium Polymer cells is 1C
(ex: 0.7A for the ET-0700 cell). Please do not charge your
lithium polymer at any rate higher than 1C. Doing so may
reduce the capacity and life cycle of the cells, with very
little savings in charge time.



E-Tec RC Lithium Polymer Batteries are only approved for RC use, and
may not be used in any other application. Battery discharging, charging,
electric motors, spinning propellers, and flying models all have the
potential for serious injury to persons and damage to property. In
purchasing these products, the user agrees to accept responsibility for all
such risks, and not to hold the E-Tec manufacturer, distributors, or retailers
- (all including owners and employees) - responsible for any accident,
injury to persons, or damage to property.

Charging Safety Tips:
Lithium Polymer cells are a tremendous advance in
battery technology for RC flight. However, due to the
chemistry of lithium cells, there is a possibility of fire if
charged improperly. It is unavoidable due to the nature of
lithium itself. This is no different from many things we use
in daily life which are inherently dangerous – knives,
kitchen cleaners, automobiles, for a few examples – but
which can be used very safely by adhering to simple rules
and precautions.









Do not put the loose cells in a pocket, bag, or drawer
where they could short-circuit against other items, or
the battery tabs could be pressed against each other.
Do not place the loose cells on any conductive
surface, such as a metal-topped table.
Keep loose cells and battery packs WELL out of reach
of children!
Buy pre-assembled packs from an authorized dealer,
rather than assembling packs from loose cells
Take care that the cells are not punctured, especially
by metallic objects like hobby knives.
If the electrolyte in the cells should get on your skin,
thoroughly wash with soap and water. If in the eyes,
rinse thoroughly with cool water. Immediately seek
medical attention.
Electrolyte spills can be cleaned from models or
workbench with methanol or detergent-water solution.
Although environmentally friendly, lithium polymer
cells must be FULLY discharged before disposal. Use a
resistor setup (light bulbs, for example) to accomplish
this, to avoid the possibility of a short-induced fire
after disposal.
For long-term storage, charge fully, then discharge to
50%-60% of rated capacity.

As used in radio-controlled model aircraft, discharge rates exceed the
manufacturer’s specified maximum rates for these cells. Therefore, the
use of E-Tec batteries in radio-controlled models is to be considered
experimental, and there is no warranty, expressed or implied, by the
manufacturer, distributors, or retailers with respect to the capacity, life in
cycles, storage, or discharge characteristics of E-Tec cells in RC use, nor
any other use nor aspect.

Be absolutely sure that the Lithium Polymer charger
settings are correct for the battery pack being
charged – both voltage and current settings
Care should be taken to charge on a fireproof surface,
such as brick.
Do not charge batteries near flammable items or
liquids
Keep a dry fire extinguisher nearby - or a large bucket
of dry sand, which is a cheap and effective
extinguisher.
Do not charge inside an automobile, especially while
driving
Batteries should NEVER be left unattended while
charging

Handling Cautions:
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